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                                            Worldstream is an Infrastructure-as-a-Service provider. From exact server configurations to IT infrastructures set up entirely according to your wishes. Worldstream's dedicated servers and IT solutions offer everything you need for a future-proof IT infrastructure. Custom-made and at a fixed monthly price. Deploy various cloud, security and backup services that fit your IT strategy. With an average response time of 7 minutes, we are always there for you, 24/7, 365 days a year.
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                                	Fully configurable dedicated servers
	Custom IT solutions with fixed monthly payments
	Global network backbone with only 45% utilization
	Average response time of 7 minutes 24/7/365
	Own state-of-the-art data centers
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                                Dedicated Servers

                                                                Affordable dedicated servers in our own Dutch data centers from top brands. Completely configurable custom servers or preconfigured instant delivery servers.
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                                Private Cloud

                                                                Our Private Cloud offers resources tailored to your unique workload requirements. Let us take care of your networking, hardware, and virtualization layer.
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                                WS Cloud

                                                                Regardless of the size of your project or company, our OpenStack-based solution provides the flexibility and security you need to get started and keep going.
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            Worldstream’s state-of-the-art technology and fast service has helped us to implement our as-a-service solutions at twice the speed.
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                                Big storage

                                                                    Dedicated servers
                                                                These dedicated servers have huge HDDs for large storage and are combined with fast performance through the use of SSDs.
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                                                                    Dedicated servers
                                                                These dedicated servers have the capacity you need to handle a lot of traffic without any bandwidth limitation
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                                                                    Dedicated servers
                                                                True powerhouses: dedicated servers packed with CPU power
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                                                Datacenters

                        Company-owned data centers in the Netherlands

                        These world-class facilities offer you multilayered security, N+1 power redundancy, high energy-efficiency (PUE: 1.15), compliance (ISO 27001, ISO 14001, ISO 9001 & PCI-DSS), and much more.
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                        Why EPYC CPUs are essential

                        Want to discover why businesses are choosing AMD EPYC as part of their IT strategy? We've investigated the reasons why companies in different sectors are opting for EPYC.
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